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Workstatus Launches Innovative

Overtime Calculator to Simplify Payroll

Management

GURGAON, HARAYANA, INDIA, July 22,

2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- 

In an era where accurate overtime

calculation is crucial for fair

compensation and legal compliance,

Workstatus introduces its state-of-the-

art Overtime Calculator, revolutionizing

how businesses handle overtime pay.

The Workstatus Overtime Calculator automates calculating overtime hours, ensuring precise

compensation for employees' extra work. This tool eliminates errors associated with manual

calculations, guaranteeing fair and accurate overtime payments.

With wage-related disputes rising, Workstatus's Overtime Calculator provides a reliable solution

for maintaining transparent and error-free overtime records. Automating overtime calculations

prevents underpayment issues and supports equitable wage practices.

Parvesh Aggarwal, CEO of Workstatus, emphasizes the tool's accuracy, stating, "Our Overtime

Calculator offers businesses a foolproof method for tracking and calculating overtime,

eliminating the risks associated with manual computations."

A testimonial from a satisfied client highlights the new feature's practical benefits: "The

Workstatus Overtime Calculator has transformed our payroll process, increasing accuracy and

reducing the time spent on calculations by 50%."

Beyond overtime calculations, the tool integrates seamlessly with Workstatus's other features,

including employee time tracking, productivity monitoring, and expense management. This

integration provides a comprehensive solution for managing both in-office and remote

workforce compensation.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.workstatus.io/reporting-analytics/overtime-tracker
https://www.workstatus.io/time-attendance/time-tracking-software
https://www.workstatus.io/workforce-management/employee-productivity-monitoring


The Overtime Calculator is compatible with various labor laws and overtime rules, making it

suitable for businesses across different industries and regions.

Parvesh Aggarwal further notes, "Our Overtime Calculator adapts to different overtime policies,

ensuring compliance with local labor laws while simplifying the payroll process for HR

departments."

One user at a mid-sized company praises the tool's efficiency: "Workstatus's Overtime Calculator

has streamlined our payroll processing, reducing errors and employee disputes related to

overtime pay by 80%."

With its user-friendly interface and advanced calculation options, the Workstatus Overtime

Calculator simplifies one of the most complex aspects of workforce management.

As different companies aim to find effective ways of tracking their employees and their overtime,

Workstatus’s Overtime Calculator stands out as the best solution for making the employee’s

payroll efficient and more transparent.

About Workstatus:

Workstatus is an all-inclusive workforce management tool that promotes better organization

functionality and simplifies how working hours are recorded. Workstatus features such as the

recently developed Overtime Calculator, location tracking, attendance tracking, and productivity

reporting make it easier for organizations to manage their employees effectively, regardless of

size.

For more information, please visit:

Website: https://www.workstatus.io/ 

Email: hello@workstatus.io

Phone: +91-9582957066
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